In the first part of this seminar, I will present two important research directions in time series data analytics, i.e., representation learning and domain adaptation. Specifically, I will present a self-supervised learning framework, namely Temporal and Contextual Contrasting, for learning representations on time series data. Considering that time series data often suffer from domain shift due to environment changes or device heterogeneous, various time series domain adaptation methods have been developed. However, they generally encounter the issues of inconsistencies in backbone architectures, evaluation datasets, evaluation schemes, etc. To address these issues, our team has developed a benchmarking evaluation suite (named ADATIME) to fairly and systematically evaluate different time series domain adaptation approaches.

In the second part of this seminar, I will introduce a newly established AI Centre in Singapore, i.e., A*STAR Centre for Frontier AI Research (CFAR), led by Prof Ivor Tsang (IEEE Fellow). The aim is to conduct fundamental AI research to push the boundaries of AI, bringing economic and scientific impacts in global scale. I will introduce research topics in CFAR and some opportunities in research collaborations and scholarships for Intern and PhD students.
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